Snow dough

Sometimes winter weather is a double whammy—too cold to go outside and there’s no snow on the ground! But never fear, our magical snow dough recipe can be made inside easily for when you need a dose of snow and mother nature isn’t cooperating. You’ll need:

- Baking soda (6 parts)
- Hair conditioner, white-colored (1 part)
- Small toys or animal figurines
- Sticks, rocks, pine cones
- Container to put snow dough in

Mix the baking soda and conditioner together until you can form clumps and it forms a clay. Our ratio of ingredients is roughly six to one, meaning if you had six cups of baking soda, you would need to add one cup of hair conditioner. Once it’s mixed, add in your toys, nature bits, and whatever else tickles your fancy. Our favorite part of this activity might be just how easy clean up is: just add water!